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S um m a ry 

The study of cellulose biosynthesis has a long history of frustrations, false leads, and set- 
backs. We have been able to proceed further than others who have studied eukaryotic cellulose 
synthesis because of the high level of enzyme activity in crude membrane preparations from 
developing Dictyostelium cells. This has made possible experiments to study factors that influence 
the activity, to determine cellular localization, and to study the developmental regulation of the 
enzyme activity. In higher plants, the challenge is still to obtain highly active membrane 
preparations. 

However, we have not been able to move beyond the level of crude membranes. The high 
starting activity of Dictyostelium membranes gave hope that cellulose synthase activity could be 
purified, allowing the identification of the polypeptides involved in cellulose synthesis. The first 
step in the purification of a membrane-associated activity is the solubilization of the activity; this we 
have not yet been able to do. We have applied some of our methods developed in the study of the 
Dictyosrelium glucan synthase to preparation of plant membranes to see if we can obtain any in 
vitro activity. For instance, the disruption medium, disruption methods, and assay conditions used 
in Dictyostelium were used to prepare and plant membranes, but without obtaining significant 
levels of enzvme activitv. 
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Dictyostelium will eventually become a key organism in unravelling the eukaryotic cellulose 
biosynthetic pathway and determining its overall place in cellular regulation. This is true because 
the strength of Dictyosteliurn as a model organism lies in the powerful molecular genetic tools that 
can be brought to bear on a problem. In addition, the depth of knowledge about other cellular 
processes in this organism will allow the study of the integration of those processes and cellulose 
synthesis. Therefore, it is critical to persevere in our efforts to explore cellulose synthesis in this 
organism. 

Status of Individual Goals Stated in Original Project Abstract 

1. To study the effects of membrane morphology on the ratios and types of 
linkages formed and on the crystalline form of the product. 

A variety of disruption methods have been applied by others to Dictyostelium to generate 
membranes of different sidedness and morphology, including small vesicles, sheets of plasma 
membrane, and cell ghosts. Our plan was to use each type of membrane in the in vitro assay and 
to analyze the product formed by methylation analysis and electron diffraction (by Dr. Henri 
Chanzy, CERMAV-CNRS). This would test the hypothesis that membrane topology and 
organization affect the linkages formed and the product crystallinity. We generated membrane 
preparations by sonication, filter lysis, and cell ghosting. We were unable to obtain active 
preparations in the last two conditions (but see below). Also, we had difficulty preparing clean 
enough samples for the electron diffraction work. I visited Dr. Henri Chanzy's lab in an effort to 
do the diffraction analyses. We concluded that a longer-term visit, probably with its own funding 
would be advised. Therefore, I set aside this project for future efforts. 

We did expend considerable effort on developing an HPLC-based method (using DMAC- 
LiC1) for determining the degree of polymerization of the in vitro product, both to demonstrate 
more convincingly that the in vitro system was making cellulose and also as part of the membrane 
morphology project. Promising results were obtained and seemed to indicate an impressive DP for 
the in vitro product. However, this method would still not distinguish between de novo 
synthesized glucan and glucoses that were added to a pre-existing high molecular weight acceptor. 
The person who developed the expertise in this method left the lab, so the project was put aside. 

2 .  To search for soluble factors that may activate the synthase. 

This may be divided into three goals: (1) to study the effects of divalent cations, 
disaccharides, nucleotides, c-di-GMP, and a variety of other compounds on the synthase activity; 
(2) to determine conditions by which we could deplete the enzyme activity; and (3) to use the 
depleted membranes in an assay to find soluble native activating factors. 

The first goal has been completed and a manuscript describing the results is in preparation. A 
summary of the results is presented below: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

10 divalent cations were tested; none could replace Mg2+.' Kinetics analysis was 
performed at various concentrations of Mg2+; its effect is to lower the KM for UDPG. 
a variety of disaccharides were tested for their ability to stimulate the enzyme activity 
(Fig. 1). Kinetics analysis was performed at various concentrations of cellobiose; these 
results are still being analyzed. In callose synthesis, cellobiose does not appear to act 
as a primer, but instead mimics some native activator. We reasoned that we could test 
this hypothesis by studying the effects of cellobiose, -triose, -tetraose, and -pentaose 
on enzyme activity (Fig. 2). Only cellobiose significantly stimulates activity; these 
results are consistent with its mimicking a native activator. 
we obtained c-di-GMP from Dr. Moshe Benziman. It had no effect upon the 
Dictyostelium enzyme. 



d. we tested the effects of nucleotide t i - ,  di-, and monophosphates, plus CAMP and 
cGMP on the enzyme activity. Most were inhibitory at concentrations of 1 .O mM and 
above; None stimulated activity. UDP, UTP, and UMP were inhibitory (Ki 
approximately 0.05 mM, 0.25 mM, and 0.5 mM respectively). 
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Fig. 1. Effects of disaccharides, glycerol, 
and octyl-glucoside on glucan synthase 
activity . 

Fig. 2 Effects of cellobiose, cellotriose, 
cellotetraose, and cellopentaose on 
glucan synthase activity. 

The second and third goals proved to be more elusive. The difficulty was that the enzyme 
appears to be irreversibly activated. Acetobacter membranes can be inactivated by washing with 
EDTA to disrupt the non-covalent interaction between the c-di-GMP and the enzyme complex. We 
actually found the Dictyostelium glucan synthase activity to increase with washing. This in itself 
was an intriguing finding that merits further exploration. One simple explanation is that repeated 
washes removed loosely associated proteins and the resultant increase in specific activity simply 
reflected this loss of protein. On the other hand, it is possible the repeated washes removed 
enzymes that degrade the substrate in the reaction mixes. An obvious next step will be to assay 
unwashed membranes for UDPG phosphodiesterase and non-specific phosphatase activities. 

The question of irreversible activation will also be pursued. We considered the possibility of 
protease activation. However, the presence of a strong protease inhibitor mix did not affect 
activity. Nor could we increase activity by treating membranes with trypsin, pronase E, proteinase 
K, papain, and other proteases. Of course, this does not rule out the existence of a highly specific 
endogenous protease that is not inhibited by the protease inhibitors used. Another avenue to 
explore is the role of phosphorylatioddephosphorylation in enzyme activation. Perhaps 
phosphatase and kinase inhibitors can be used to determine if they affect the enzyme activity. 

As part of this goal, we developed a simple whole cell lysate assay. Not only was this to be 
useful in developmental studies where only small quantities of cells are available, but also when 
looking for supernatant factors. The disruption buffer used for our normal membrane preparations 
inhibits the glucan synthase activity. We tested a wide range of proteases to fiind ones that would 
be compatible with the synthase assay (Fig. 3). 



Enects of Protease Inhibitors on Cellulose Synthase Activity 

Fig. 3. The standard protease cocktail used in our disruption buffer is inhibitory to the 
glucan synthase activity. Therefore, we needed to identify protease inhibitors that 
could be used in a whole cell lysate assay where the disruption buffer remains in the 
assay mix. The whole cell lysate disruption buffer now in use in our laboratory 
includes bestatin, chymostatin, PMSF, and pepstatin. 

3 .  To solubilize the synthase and to purify it further. 

This goal was one of the cornerstones of the grant and it was a profound disappointment that 
we could not successfully solubilize the enzyme activity. A number of detergents were tried at 
various concentrations and in a variety of conditions. We obtained good percentage solubilizations 
of protein. In some cases there was no activity in either the pellet or supernatant; these detergents 
proved to be inhibitory if tested in the standard assay. Adding phospholipids could not restore 
activity. Our only glimmer of success was with CHAPS, but then only if we changed the 
deftnition of solubilization: it fails the 100,OOOxg for 1 hour criterion, but it will no longer pt.1lt.i 
using the centrifugation conditions that we use to pellet our vesicle preparations, indicating that 
something has been changed by the solubilization procedure. 

It has been reported that solubilization procedures can release phosphatase and 
phosphodiesterase activities that can be difficult to purify away from the synthase. We made some 
initial efforts to examine the fate of the UDPG in assays with solubilized preparations, but the 
results were inconclusive. If the experiments described above do demonstrate high levels of these 
enzymes, then it may k worthwhile to repeat the solubilizations in conditions that inhibit the 
substrate-degrading enzymes or to separate the synthase from these enzymes. 

4 . To identify the substrate-binding polypeptides using photoaffinity labeling 

This effort was postponed as we awaited the successful solubilization of the activity, which 
would have allowed the application of product enuapment to purify partially the enzyme. When it 
appeared that we would not succeed with the solubilization, Dr. Drake and I concluded that UT 
should proceed with the crude membranes. Even though several proteins would photolabel, we 
reasoned that few would have the same effector requirements and developmental pattern as the 
cellulose synthase. We first had to determine storage conditions for the membrane preparations io 
allow their express shipment to Dr. Drake's lab in Little Rock. We determined vesicles stored in 
250 mM sucrose could be snap-frozen in LN2 and stored in the -70°C freezer for several weeks 
without appreciable loss of activity. We prepared membranes from different stages of development 
and shipped them to Dr. Drake, who performed the photolabeling experiments. Later, Ms. Linda 



Koonce, a graduate student in Dr. C.H. Haigler's lab, traveled to Little Rock to perform additional 
experiments and to attempt to run 2-dimensional gels for transfer and microsequencing. 

A small group of polypeptides label in a developmentally appropriate manner and only a few 
of these show the appropriate effector requirements. Interestingly, although ME*+ was required 
for photolabeling of these bands, cellobiose was not, suggesting that its effect upon the enzyme is 
not related to substrate-binding. We were able to narrow down the candidates further by preparing 
membranes from induced and non-induced HM44 monolayer cultures. The results with the HM44 
membranes need to be repeated prior to submitting the manuscript for publication, but it appears 
that there is a single polypeptide in the range of 95-100 kDa that shows the proper effector 
requirements, developmental regulation, and appears in the DIF-induced but not the non-induced 
membranes. We plan to attempt to purify this protein for microsequencing, initially by using the 
BioRad Model 491 Prep Cell to elute the band from an SDS-PAGE gel. If necessary, we will try 
2-dimensional gels and microsequencing from spots on PVDF transfer membranes. 

5 .  To isolate and begin to characterize cellulose-minus mutants. 

This important project was abandoned when we appreciated the difficulties of the screening 
procedures and realized that the isolation of the af'fected gene(s) would be nearly impossible. Still, 
over a year of effort was devoted to the project. Thousands of chemically mutagenizd clones 
were screened; about 12 strains showed an appropriate arrested phenotype, 4 of those reverting to 
wild type upon further culturing. The remaining 8 had active glucan synthase activity. 

We developed a second screen, based upon screening for spores lacking cellulose and using 
a fluorescence-activated cell sorter to identify the mutant spores. The advantages of this technique 
were the many thousands of spores that could be screened. However, we discovered that the 
available lasers could not excite the fluorescent brightening agent we were using to detect cellulose. 
A fluorescein-conjugated cellulase was tried instead, but gave a very high background of cellulose- 
minus spores. 

I engaged in extensive consultations with Dicvosteliwn geneticists and molecular biologists, 
but no one could suggest better screens that what we had already tried. A this point, we 
reluctantly abandoned the mutant screening project. 

The renewal project is devoted almost entirely to a mutagenesis project using a new method 
of tagged insertional mutagenesis (REMI). The screens will still be tedious, but this h e  there m 
three major advantages over the chemical mutagenesis approach: (1) the initial nutritional selection 
provides an easy way to eliminate cells that have not been transformed; (2) REMI involves single 
insertion events; and (3) the affected gene can be identified and cloned. 

In May-June, 1994, I visited Dr. J.G. Williams' lab at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund- 
Clare Hall Laboratories as part of a NATO Collaborative grant. While there, I engaged in a screen 
of Dr. Williams' 300 REMI mutants and Dr. R.R. Kay's (MRC-Laboratory for Molecular 
Biology, Cambridge) 500. A total of 110 mutant strains were chosen for study based upon writtcn 
documentation of phenotype (Dr. Kay selected the mutants for me from his collection). These 
were subcultured onto bacterial lawns in SM agar plates containing 0.01 c/o Tinopal LPW. Under 
these conditions, the developing structures become stained by the Tinopal. (I appreciate that 
TinopaVCalcofluor stains all bglucans, not just cellulose. However, there q no other B-glucans 
in Dictyostelium). A hand-held UV lamp held above a culture revealed the presence of cellulose. I 
was disappointed that all 110 mutants had cellulose. All the strains were subjected to detailed 
microscopic analysis. From this, I learned that cellulose appears earlier and in more substantial 
amounts than is usually appreciated. This would seem to suggest that a cellulose minus strain 
would be arrested at an earlier stage than I had assumed when choosing strains to screen. This 
was a valuable exercise, not only for this insight, but also for introducing me to REMI, to thc 
mechanics of a large-scale screen, and confirmed the utility of my proposed screening method. 

..- 



Additional Projects Pursued during the Project Period 

1 .  The plasma membrane localization of the cellulose synthase activity 

This was one of the goals of the original project, but was omitted in the abstract. It is 
assumed that cellulose synthesis is an activity of the plasma membrane in plants. There are good 
methods for obtaining highly purified plasma membranes from Dictyustelium, which provides a 
excellent opportunity to demonstrate conclusively the localization of the enzyme activity. A further 
refinement of the purification methods appeared after the first grant was written (Ingalls et al., 
Differentiation 41: 87-98; 1989). The method involves disaggregation of developing cells, lysis 
by forced filtration through a 5 pn nylon filter, and purification of plasma membranes by 
sequential centrifugation in a high-pH sucrose gradient and a Renografin gradient. We were 
concerned that the cellulose synthase activity would not survive the 48 hour procedure, but there 
was still low, but measurable activity. Furthermore, we found that the cellulose synthase activity 
in both gradients is found in the bands associated with the plasma membranes in the original paper 
(Fig. 4). We are currently doing surface-labeling and marker enzyme experiments to confirm that 
under our conditions this band contains pure plasma membrane bands. We hope to conclude these 
experiments in the near future. 

Our normal disruption procedure is by sonic disruption in a complex disruption medium. 
For the filter lysis, the cells are lysed in 5 mM glycine (pH 8.5), 0.5 mM MgC12, and 0.5 mM 
CaC12. We were surprised that when lysed in these conditions the membranes have no glucan 
synthase activity, even following extensive washing with 10 mM NaHepes, the assay buffer. We 
performed a number of experiments to determine if the lysis conditions or buffer constituents were 
responsible and discovered that the CaC12 in the lysis medium was responsible. We now lyse the 
cells in the same buffer, but with EGTA and EDTA. It would be interesting to disrupt cells in the 
original buffer, but wash with buffer containing 10 mM EGTA to see if the activity can k 
recovered. If so, that would suggest there is an inhibitory molecule that binds to the cellulose 
synthase in a Ca*+-dependent manner. It would be intriguing if this is a protein, since it could 
therefore represent a component of the cellulose synthesis control mechanism and should be readily 
isolated from the EGTA wash solutions. We will be attempting this experiment in the near future. 

Sucrose Gndient Fractionation 

Fig. 4. Sucrose gradient fractionation of Dictyusteliirin membranes. Fractions 3-5 
corresponded to a membrane band (42-50% sucrose) identified in the original p a p  
as being plasma membrane. Fractions 3-5 were collected and centrifuged on a 
Renografn gradient. Two distinct membrane bands resulted; the upper one (28- 
32% Renografin), reported by Ingalls et al. (cited above) to be purified plasma 



membranes, had 100% of the glucan synthase activity. Squares: glucan synthase 
activity; Circles: protein (determined by the Bradford method). 

2 .  The determination of the cultural induction conditions of cellulose synthesis 

One of the most interesting aspects of cellulose synthesis in Dicryostelium is its inducibility: 
cells that never made cellulose will be induced to synthesize cellulose. This induction can be 
studied in the absence of other morphogenetic processes in monolayer culture systems. In these 
cultures, amoebae are plated as a cell monolayer in a liquid medium. If cells of the mutant strain 
that is incapable of synthesizing the stalk cell-inducing morphogen DIF (differentiation inducing 
factor) are plated, then the formation of stalk cells will depend upon the addition of DIF. The 
monolayer cultures may therefore be used to study the conditions that are required for the induction 
of cellulose synthesis. They also provide an opportunity to study the in vivo effects of inhibitors 
of cellulose synthesis. 

We tested DCB, isoxaben, Tinopal (Calcofluor), and phthoxazolin for their effect on stalk 
cell wall formation; none inhibited the process. However, coumarin and Tinopal inhibited the in 
vitro activity, while DCB and phthoxazolin did not. 

My studies of cellulose synthesis in the monolayer culture system resulted in the above-cited 
publication in Development. 

3 .  Characterization of potential probes for the cellulose synthase 

a. The monoclonal antibody 20M34E5C. 

This antibody was generated as part of an effort to generate monoclonal antibodies specific 
for surface antigens of differentiated Dicposteliunt cells with the hope that one of these antibodies 
would recognize the cellulose synthase. Antibody 20M34E5C was particularly interesting; it was 
solely specific to differentiating cells and recognized antigens in the prestalk region of culminating 
sorocarps, which would be a region of active cellulose synthesis. Most intriguing, in 
immunocytochemistry of developing Zinnia tracheary elements, the antibody recognized membrane 
regions underlying the wall thickenings, which would be sites of active cellulose synthesis. 
Furthermore, the antibody recognized a 90 kD protein in Western blots of Acerobacter, the 
molecular weight of one of the polypeptides in the cellulose synthase operon. The characterization 
of the antigen recognized by this antibody was a goal of the NSF grant listed in the Current and 
Pending Support statement. However, some of the characterization was performed as part of the 
DOE grant prior to the funding of the NSF grant. 

To summarize, the antibody has not led to the purification of proteins or the identification of a 
gene. Our efforts to immunoprecipitate protein from lysates have failed; the antibody was used in 
Dicryosteliuin and Zititia expression libraries and did not identify any clones. In the absence of a 
solubilized enzyme activity, we could not test the ability of the antibody to precipitate the enzyme 
activity. We did extensive tests to determine if the epitope is protein or carbohydrate. Curiously, 
the data with Dicryostelium would suggest a carbohydrate epitope (but the results are conflicting): 
with Zinnia the experiments indicate a peptide epitope. 

In Zinnia, the antigen is 
enriched in differentiating tracheary elements. Work is continuing slowly on the epitope 
characterization. 

Developmental kinetics experiments were performed (Fig. 5 ) .  
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Fig. 5. Comparative developmental time course of 20M34E5C antigenicity (ELISA) and 
cellulose synthase activity. 

b .  Acefobacfer genes and the anti-bcsB antibody 

My laboratory was one of the few to receive the bacterial cellulose synthase (bcs) clones from 
its corporate discoverer and perhaps the only lab outside their fold to receive the anti-bcsB 
antibody. High specific activity probes were prepared from various parts of the bcs operon. 
These were used to probe Dict)..ostelium genomic blots and a cDNA library at low stringency. No 
positives were obtained. Plant genomic DNA was also probed with no success. The antibody was 
used in Western blots with variable results. I was not provided with a pre-immune serum and was 
never confident that we had.specific binding. At the time these materials were provided, the bcsB 
gene was thought to encode the catalytic subunit. Instead, it appears the bcsA gene does; I was not 
successful in my efforts to obtain the anti-bcsA antibody. 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
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